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Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card, the only card that offers 5% Back on a

ll Amazon.com purcha ... 
Existing Amazon Rewards Visa Signature cardmembers with an eligible Prime member

ship will be upgraded to the new Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card and en

joy 5% Back on all Amazon.com purchases, a newly designed metal card and no fore

ign transaction fees when traveling abroad or for cross-border shopping. Prime m

embers can begin taking advantage of these new benefits by using their existing 

card until their new card arrives.
No cap on rewards earned
Rewards never expire and are redeemable on hundreds of millions of products at A

mazon.com
No annual credit card fee
More to Prime
Chase is the U.S. consumer and commercial banking business of JPMorgan Chase &am

p; Co. (NYSE: JPM), a leading global financial services firm with assets of $2.5

 trillion and operations worldwide. Chase serves nearly half of America&#39;s ho

useholds with a broad range of financial services, including personal banking, c

redit cards, mortgages, auto financing, investment advice, small business loans 

and payment processing. Customers can choose how and where they want to bank: 5,

300 branches, 16,000 ATMs, mobile, online and by phone. For more information, go

 to www.chase.com.
Media Hotline, 206-266-7180
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Trustpilot&#39;s Compliance Team has uncovered a network of freelancer profiles 

offering to write fake reviews on Trustpilot. The profiles were listed on Fiverr

.com&#174;, an online marketplace for digital services. The investigation led to

 all 83 profiles being removed, and Trustpilot believes that continued efforts t

o fight fraud will help stem both the supply of, and demand for fake reviews.
Uncovering the network
The connections indicated that a large group of freelancers could have been work

ing together to acquire &#39;Gigs&#174;&#39; (as they&#39;re called on Fiverr). 

It&#39;s also likely that the same person or group was behind multiple profiles.

 This kind of activity is a clear violation of Fiverr&#39;s Terms of Service and

 Trustpilot contacted Fiverr with detailed information outlining the discovery.
Trustpilot&#39;s Fraud Detection Specialists go a step further, and work to iden

tify fake reviews and fraud before it makes its way to Trustpilot. Working close

ly with the Legal Department, they monitor sites where companies are known to lo

ok for, and buy fake reviews, often written by freelancers.
When they come across an ad for a fake Trustpilot review or a profile that looks

 very suspicious, they alert the site-host and ask for the ad or entire profile 

to be removed. As a part of the process, they also compare what they find with e

xisting reviews and profiles on Trustpilot, to make sure any fake reviews or pro

files are removed.
A &#39;win&#39; in the fight against fake reviews
After receiving Trustpilot&#39;s request, Fiverr responded quickly. It removed t

he original 66 profiles, and identified an additional 17 profiles that were dele

ted on the basis of Trustpilot&#39;s findings. All in all, 83 Fiverr profiles we

re investigated.
See how to use Trustpilot for free and how to collect reviews for free, for more

 information.
 Lottery At about 23,000 retailers across the state, including convenience store

s and gas stations, you can buy scratchers and fill out tickets for drawings, su

ch as MegaMillions and PowerBall.
 So this November, voters will have the chance to weigh on two different initiat

ives that would legalize sports betting.
 And it would create a new pathway to enforce some gaming laws, via lawsuits.
 That goes to social services, like child dependency cases; the public works dep

artment, which just paved the reservation&#39;s first road about a year and a ha

lf ago; the fire department, and more, said Salgado.
 Californians voted to create a lottery in part to support public education.
At fairs and private race tracks across the state, you can watch horses shoot ou

t of the starting gates and hear the thunder of hooves.
 The state board that regulates racing also enacted a new rule restricting how o

ften jockeys can whip horses, put more limits on drugs horses can be given befor

e races, among other changes.
 In the wake of the new rules, horse deaths fell dramatically, from 144 during t

he 2018-19 season, to 72 during the 2020-21 season.
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